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Abstract. New technologies enable to perform standardized processes in a 
more efficient way. This applies also to the sector of meter reading, where the 
consumption data of gas, water and electricity had been read manually so far. 
This process can be dramatically optimized through the usage of new technol-
ogy by upgrading installed meters with a non-invasive low-power/low-cost op-
tical system using a digital retina1. Data can be read through the glass of the 
meters and transmitted to the utility provider using a wireless network. So, the 
process of reading manually the meters and collecting the consumption data can 
be replaced by a more cost efficient solution. This new solution arises some is-
sues on security aspects related to data confidentiality and integrity. The paper 
will propose a RF protocol based on TinySec in order to satisfy the remote me-
ter reading system requirements taking care of security and low-power aspects. 

1   Introduction 

Remote Meter Readers (RMR) are devices, which allow the reading of gas, water and 
electricity consumption data remotely, without needing physical access or a visual 
inspection of the meter. This kind of meter reading system, depending on the device, 
can be on demand or in given time intervals. For the transmission of the consumption 
data there are all the option to do it by wire or wireless, with all the variety of differ-
ent data transmission protocols currently available. In this paper we will consider the 
case where a low-power/low-cost optical module is mounted onto an installed meter 
which does not provide any communication interface and is able to acquire the pic-
ture of the consumed data through the glass of the meter, process it and convert it into 
a digital number1. Then this number will be stored in a local buffer and once a day 
sent to the utility provider. This kind of solution must be based on a low-power pro-
tocol because the goal is to install the RMR and never touch it, unless necessary, for 
years, so that, battery consumption must be very low in order to guarantee a relatively 
long life time of the devices, usually about 10 years. Besides low-power requirements 
another very important aspect is security. Data transferred to the service provider 
                                                           
1 This solution is adopted by a Swiss company called Xemtec [1] 
 



must satisfy confidentiality and integrity requirements. So that the low-power trans-
mission protocol have to be designed taking care of authentication and integrity check 
mechanisms. The paper describes in section 2 the state-of-the-art of low-power proto-
cols available and in section 3 shows in details which is the problem we would like to 
solve. In section 4 we will focus on the design of our protocol. Section 5 concludes 
the paper discussing as well as future works. Section 6 and 7 are dedicated to the 
acknowledgments and references. 

2   State-of-the-art 

In this state of the art, the focus will lay in the wireless transmission protocols, strate-
gies and encryption algorithms that are as power efficient as possible, since this is one 
of the key requirements of the Automatic Meter Reading community (www.amra-
intl.org). The data transmission, of course, has to be secure, as customers of a RMR 
system will not be comfortable if the privacy of their consumption data is not guaran-
teed. 

2.1 Wireless secure communication protocols 

There are very well known protocols for wireless communications, like the estab-
lished WiFi IEEE 802.11 or the Bluetooth 802.15.1 [6] standards. But both standards 
are not really tailored to embedded systems with low power constraints and not to 
intensive bandwidth needs, like it is the case for sensor and control devices and espe-
cially for our case study device. So is 802.11 mainly designed for mobile desktops or 
computational intensive devices like PDAs that should achieve high data rates for 
web surfing, voice and video transmission, etc. Bluetooth addresses mid range data 
rates, mainly for wire free communication between e.g. office devices that have 
power supply or for devices that can be recharged often. However a new standard, 
Zigbee™ [7] that defines network, security, and application framework protocol 
software and is designed to work on top of the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY/MAC layer stan-
dard [2], is targeting control and sensor devices that don't need high bandwidth but 
need very low energy consumption for long battery lives. E.g. a typical ZigBee en-
ergy consumption in standby modus (which should be used the predominant part of 
the time) would be 3 µA instead of 200 µA in the case of Bluetooth or even 20 mA 
for WiFi [4]. ZigBee's protocol code stack is estimated to have about 1/4th of the size 
of Bluetooth's or 802.11's [3], what also makes it better suited for low cost embedded 
systems with less ROM. The problem of the ZigBee standard is that it is just now 
released and solutions developed according to the standard are slowly starting to 
come out in the market. For further and more detailed information about the Zigbee 
standard please refer to [2],[3] and [4]. Other protocols not mentioned in this section 
which could be also relevant in future for embedded systems like the one of our case 
study are protocols developed from the T-Engine [5] standardization forum in Japan. 



2.2 Proprietary protocols 

Another possibility would be to use proprietary implemented stacks like e.g. the 
WiSE™ protocol [8]. The advance of proprietary solutions for this application field is 
that in this early stage of standardization they provide technical advantages, like 
higher reach ability, lower cost, smaller software stack, etc. But on the other hand, on 
a longer time horizon, through the standard there will be other advances derived from 
the scalability, like the possibility of product interoperability, vendor independence, 
better development tools and in the end, a more convenient price. 

2.3 Protocols from the Wireless Sensor Networks field 

There is a big research effort in the areas of low power secure protocols, mainly re-
lated to wireless sensor networks (WSNs). So there is a huge amount of different 
power efficient network protocols and approaches for wireless networks, that target 
different layers of the traditional OSI protocol stack [13]. For security there are also 
different propositions for energy efficient security link-layers [15], like SPINS [10] or 
TinySec [11]. In this section we will look closer at this two protocols, since they are 
the most prospective and our later designed security protocol will rely mainly on the 
TinySec link-layer. 

2.3.1 SNEP 

SNEP has been developed into the framework of the SPINS (Security Protocols 
for Sensor Networks) research project [9] which is a suite of security building block 
optimized for resource constrained environments and wireless communication. SNEP 
is a security protocol that provides following security primitives: Data confidentiality, 
data authentication and data freshness. The approach is targeting a static homogene-
ous wireless network, where a central base station acts as the central point of trust. 
Further details of SPINS and the SNEP protocol can be found at [10]. 

2.3.2 TinySec 

TinySec [11] is a fully-implemented link layer security architecture for wireless 
sensor networks that is part of the official TinyOS release [12]. As SNEP, it is also 
dealing with constraints like weak processors, small memories and limited energy. 
TinySec is a further development of SNEP and was released in 2004. It also provides 
authentication, message integrity, and confidentiality through semantic security. Ti-
nySec doesn’t provide replay protection as in the case of SNEP, because their devel-
opers argue that this characteristic belongs to the application layer. In TinySec, there 
are mainly 2 security primitives applied: 

• Message Authentication Codes (MACs) which are commonly used for ar-
chiving authentication and integrity and require a secret shared key between 
the two communication instances. 

• Initialisation Vectors (IV) which are commonly used to achieve semantic 
security so that the encryption of the same plain text results in different ci-
pher text as each IV is unique.  



There are two security versions of TinySec which can be seen in [11] 
• TinySec-AE: which provides authentication and encryption. Here the data 

payload is encrypted and the packet is authenticated with an MAC  

• TinySec-Auth: this version provides authentication only through a MAC.  

2.4 Encryption algorithms optimized for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) 

So far, in the WSN community, only symmetric algorithms have been imple-
mented, as asymmetric cryptographic algorithms are too computational intensive and 
add intensive communication overhead [9]. In the last year, there has been done some 
work on public key cryptography algorithms for WSN [14], [17], but for having a 
mature working implementation it is still too early. This is why in section 4 we will 
refer to some symmetric cryptography algorithms that fit well to WSN as they require 
a good trade-off between security and power effectiveness as well as to the very lim-
ited resources of a WSN node. The concepts and results of this field can be easily 
applied to the present case study, as the resources of the RMR should be very limited 
and the power constraints are high too, as the RMR should live for a long time (ide-
ally 10 years) with the same battery.  

3   Problem description 

In this work, the focus is on a case study of the RMR product offered by Xemtec 
[1]. We choose this product for our case study, because from our point of view it is 
the most cost effective automated meter reading solution available in the market to-
day. Considering this low power, low cost meter reader we have been inspired to 
model a low-power protocol for this kind of application. The corresponding RMR is 
one of the RMR’s that is designed as an add-on module to existing, installed meters. 
The goal is to upgrade non-communicating meters into smart devices in order to 
avoid a complex and expensive installation of new digital meters. In this peculiar 
case, this remote meter will be very easy to install, only needing to clip the RMR to 
the installed meter. The meter reader will have a long lasting battery that thanks to the 
low power operation of the RMR has to last for approximately 10 years. The architec-
ture that has been chosen for this case study is shown in Figure 1. We can see that the 
classical analogue meters are complemented by the remote meter reader (RMR), 
which reads the consumption data and sends it through a RF connection to a data 
collector (DC). The DC collects the data from the different sources and retransmits it 
through a more powerful wired or wireless connection to the service provider (SP) 
which can then use the data for billing, dynamic cost models, etc. 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the RMR System 

3.1   Functional System Requirements 

The RMR should be able to store the recognized consumption data of at least one 
day, considering the measurement intervals of one every 15 minutes. The RMR 
should also be able to transmit the stored data over a wireless connection to a DC, if 
requested by a DC or if triggered by an intern timer scheduled before by a DC. The 
data transmission between the RMR and the DC should be performed wireless over 
the license-free frequency bands of 433 and 868/915 MHz. As this frequency bands 
are open, collisions and loss of transmitted data has to be considered and avoided. It 
has to be considered as well, that the communication process between RMR and DC 
is the most power consuming one. In order to minimize the power consumption, a 
low power communication protocol that also guarantees a safe transmission of data 
has to be used. The data transmission between the DC and SP can be performed wire-
less or wired. In the transmission from RMR to DC, data integrity, authentication and 
confidentiality should be considered, as there is sensitive information to be transmit-
ted. In order to make a low power consumption strategy possible, where e.g. the 
RMR is in sleep mode almost all the time with exception of short intervals when it 
wakes up to see if there is a communication request from the DC, the RMR and the 
DC have to be synchronized. Data integrity guarantees that transmitted or stored data 
has not been accidentally or maliciously altered. In circumstances where integrity of 
data is important, hash functions and integrity controls (e.g. MACs) should be con-
sidered. The RMR System has to guarantee the integrity of all the sensitive data ex-
changed. Each Meter Reader needs a unique ID in order to grant the right identifica-
tion of the RMR. Authentication must be implemented into the system, in order to 
guarantee that every system module that sends and receives information is really the 
one who claims to be. Data Collector has to be sure that all received data have really 
been generated and transmitted by an authorized Remote Meter Reader. Service Pro-
vider has to be sure that all received data have really been generated and transmitted 
by an authorized Data Collector. 



4   Protocol Design 

In this paper we will discuss more closely a protocol at a deeper level, which 
grants the data integrity, authentication and the confidentiality of the transmitted data 
on the wireless link DC RMR. We will not focus on the DC SP link, because in 
this link doesn’t make sense to apply TinySec, in fact here e.g. a 802.11, a fiber optic 
or an Ethernet network should be applied. The secure communication approach will 
be mainly based on the before presented TinySec, as it is a link-layer which accom-
plish all established requirements and because there is an implemented, royalty free 
stack of TinySec. In this section TinySec is adapted in some extend to the RMR case 
study, e.g. through low power communications strategies, but the idea is to apply 
TinySec as close as possible, adopting also the in [11] proposed packet configuration. 

4.1 Authentication 

Authentication must be implemented in order to guarantee that all data received by 
DC have really been generated and transmitted by the assumed RMR, to not link 
erroneously billing information to another service consumer. To this purpose the 
authentication algorithm makes use of an also at the manufacturing process installed 
unique key for each RMR. This key, which will be available also for the DC, will be 
used to calculate a message authentication code (MAC) which will use a cipher block 
chaining construction (CBC). The DC will be able to relate the corresponding key 
with the RMR through the RMR ID. Through the MAC the “identity” of the two 
involved parties is guaranteed, as each party signs their data packages with this key. 

4.2 Data Integrity  

Normally, to detect transmission errors, a cycle redundancy check (CRC) is com-
puted over the package. Instead, here the CRC is replaced by the MAC. The MAC 
protects the entire packet data from tampering, but also from redirecting a packet 
intended for one node to another node, packet truncation, etc. Since MACs detect 
these malicious changes, they also detect errors in the transmission, which is the rea-
son why a CRC is unnecessary. 

4.3 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is achieved through semantically secure encryption, which requires 
typically an encryption scheme and specifying an initialization vector (IV) format. 
The last is needed for avoiding that the same plaintext sent twice results in two equal 
plaintexts and makes possible so the required semantic security. The encryption 
scheme used will be a symmetrical one, because it is faster than an asymmetrical so 
that it consumes less power. Nevertheless it allows a sufficient security level for this 



application. More specifically, it will be a block cipher scheme, which is a keyed 
pseudorandom permutation over small bit strings, typically 8 or 16 bits [11]. The 
standard symmetric block cipher encryption scheme for TinySec is Skipjack2 and is 
also proposed here. For this encryption scheme there is a Key needed. We propose 
also to use a key configured at manufacturing which is unique for each RMR. Conse-
quently each DC  RMR connection will have an own secure link (a so called per-
link keying), which for the purpose of the RMR system will offer more than enough 
security. Even if an adversary get a RMR and is able to extract the key through direct 
manipulation, this will be the only link he will be able to eavesdrop. Encryption in 
TinySec is an option. Also for this case study we will let the possibility open at this 
design stage, if encryption should be applied. This will mainly depend on the specific 
target system and the requested security constraints. In the following diagrams en-
cryption will be always present for completeness, but of course the one or two en-
cryption steps can be taken out, if not required. 

4.4 UML Object model diagrams 

In this section a UML [18] object oriented design for the implementation of the RMR 
secure communication protocol is presented. In this case, the design focuses on a 
synchronized pull mode. 

4.4.1 Data Collector 

The object model diagram of the data collector, which can be seen in Figure 2, is 
composed by the following classes: 
• Class SystemMgr represents the overall controller in the DC, and it operates over 

the other classes, e.g. enabling the synchronisation, requesting consumption data 
from the RMRs, storing the consumption data from different consumers and 
other necessary functionalities. In order to do this, it uses the classes Me-
ter_Reader, StorageMgr, CommunicationMgr,. 

• Class CommunicationMgr implements the communication stack functionality 
allowing data to be sent and received through the channel. In order to enable a 
secure link, CommunicationMgr uses the AuthenticationMgr and Se-
curityMgr classes to setup a secure communication channel. 

• Class SecurityMgr is used by CommunicationMgr class in order to en-
crypt/decrypt the outgoing/incoming messages. It also owns a table with the en-
cryption keys of each RMR related by the RMR ID. 

                                                           
2 SkipJack is the secret key encryption algorithm used by the US government in the Clipper 

chip and Fortezza PC card. It was implemented in tamper-resistant hardware and its structure 
had been classified since its introduction in 1993. More info at: 
http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~biham/Reports/SkipJack/note1.html  



• Class AuthenticationMgr is used by CommunicationMgr class in order to 
add/check the outgoing/incoming messages the correct MAC. It also is in posses-
sion of a table with the MAC keys of each RMR related by the RMR ID. 

• Class StorageMgr is used by SystemMgr class and provides storage function-
alities. It implements the operations needed to store and retrieve data to/from a 
local storage device. 

• Class Meter_Reader is mainly a class for enabling RMR instances for the DC, 
where he can have a model of the currently under his “supervision” RMRs. 

DATA_COLLECTOR

-RMR_Array : Meter_Reader[]
-System_Time : long

+req_Consum_Data():void
+register_New_Meter():void
+evaluate_Theft_Alarm():void
+change_Config_Data():void
+detect_Failed_RMRs():void
+calc_RMRs_send_slots():long[]
+get_System_Time():long
+mes_received_and_OK():bool

SystemMgr
1

-MAC_Key_Array : char* []

+Verify_Integr_Auth(long ID,char* mes):bool
+calc_MAC():char*

AuthenticationMgr
1

-metercode : int
-meter_state : bool

Meter_Reader
1

+send_Data_Req(int RMR_ID):b
+send_ACK(int RMR_ID):void
+send_NACK():void
+send_Synchro_mes():void
+Req_finished():bool
+transmit_Data_to_DC(char* mes
+get_mes_content():char*

CommunicationMgr
1

-encr_Key_Array : char []

+decrypt_data(long ID,char* mes):char*

SecurityMgr
1

-size : int

+store_Consump_RMR(int ID,char* data):voi
+load_Consump_RMR(int ID):char*
+load_All_Consump_Data():char*
+free_Space():void

StorageMgr
1

comm_port_end

comm_port

out

in
1

1..*

1

1

1

1

 
Fig. 2. Object Model diagram of the Data Collector 



4.4.2 RMR 

The object model diagram of the RMR can be seen in Figure 3 and its classes are 
similar to the ones of the data collector, of course enabling the other side of the con-
nection. Here, the different possible sensors of the RMR are summarised in the class 
AllSensors, which is implemented only exemplary, as only one operation is needed 
for understanding the DC protocol concepts. In a complete system model, this class 
has to be more detailed. This model is composed by the following classes: 

 
• Class SystemMgr represents the overall controller in the RMR, and it operates 

over the other classes, e.g. receiving and actualising the synchronisation informa-
tion, responding to the DC requests, storing the consumption data from the OCR 
sensor, enabling registering functionality for the first communication in a new 
network, etc. In order to do this, it uses the classes AllSensors, 
StorageMgr, CommunicationMgr,. 

• Class CommunicationMgr implements the communication stack functionality 
allowing data to be sent and received on the channel. In order to enable a secure 
link, CommunicationMgr uses the AuthenticationMgr and 
SecurityMgr classes to setup a secure communication channel. 

• Class SecurityMgr is used by CommunicationMgr class in order to en-
crypt/decrypt the outgoing/incoming messages. It also is in possession the spe-
cific encryption key of the RMR. 

• Class AuthenticationMgr is used by CommunicationMgr class in order to 
add/check the outgoing/incoming messages the correct MAC. It also is in posses-
sion the specific MAC key of the RMR. 

• Class StorageMgr is used by SystemMgr class and provides storage function-
alities. It implements the operations needed to store and retrieve data to/from a 
local storage device. 

• Class AllSensors provides all the values of the sensors, like battery level, the 
values of the analogue meter display or values of sensors that check for theft at-
tempts.  



RMR_

+req_Received():bool
+receive_Synchro_Mes():lon
+assemble_and_send():void
+synchro_RMR(char* synchr_
+req_data(int RMR_ID):void
+ACK_data_mes():void

CommunicationMgr
1

-config_Param : int[]
+system_time_counter : long

+register_RMR():void
+return_message_data():char*
+synchronize():void
+apply_Config_Change():void
+ACK_received():bool
+message_sent():bool
+sleep():void

SystemMgr
1

+size : int

+store_Measure():void
+load_Measure():char*
+free_Space():void
+load_All_Measures():ch

StorageMgr
1

+battery_Level():int
+check_Theft_Attempt():bool
+read_An_Meter_Display():in

AllSensors
1

-MAC_key : char*

+calc_MAC():char*
+Verify_Integr_Auth():b

AuthenticationMgr
1

-encr_Key : char*

+load_Encr_Key():char
+encrypt_Data():char*

SecurityMgr
1

port_int comm_port

out

in1

1

1

1

1

 
Fig. 3. Object model diagram of the RMR 

4.5 UML Sequence diagrams 

4.5.1 Data Collector 

In Figure 4, a UML sequence diagram is provided, to show a typical example of a 
DC RMR communication with the above explained object model diagram. In this 
case, only the DC side is considered. In Figure 5 we will talk about the RMR side 



diagram. At the beginning, the DC SystemMgr connects to the Communica-
tionMgr to send a synchronisation message to all RMR in scope. The Communi-
cationMgr then requests the system time and a calculated time slot list from the 
DC, to provide the RMRs with an actual time stamp and with the information of when 
they will be requested for data transmission, to give the RMR the possibility to sleep. 
Then, the CommunicationMgr request the AuthenticationMgr to add a 
MAC to the message to send the message finally to the RMR CommunicationMgr 
instances. Here encryption is not necessary, as synchronisation is no confidential 
data. If required, encryption could be added. After the synchronisation phase, the 
RMR starts with a polling phase, were it request sequentially the consumption data 
from all the RMRs in its scope. This function calls an individual Data Request for 
each RMR, which is a function provided also by CommunicationMgr. After this 
request is sent to the RMR CommunicationMgr, the DC SystemMgr and the 
CommunicationMgr will be waiting for the RMR answer. If this answer arrives, 
CommunicationMgr instructs the SecurityMgr to decrypt the message, provid-
ing him the message and the also necessary RMR ID. Then the Authentica-
tionMgr is requested to verify the MAC on the message. If all the procedure has 
been correct, the SystemMgr gets a message that the data has arrived correctly. 
After this, the SystemMgr will request the decrypted data from the Communica-
tionMgr and order the CommunicationMgr, if the data is sinful, to send an ACK 
to the RMR instance. Here, the CommunicationMgr will have to wait some time if 
a resend of the message comes, as this would be the behaviour of the RMR if it would 
not get the DC ACK. If this doesn’t happen, CommunicationMgr communicates 
to SystemMgr that the request process for this RMR has been accomplished in the 
right way. SystemMgr then will request that StorageMgr stores the correspond-
ing consumption data. After this, the next request process for the next meter will be 
started. 
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load_MAC_Key(ID)

load_Encr_Key(ID)

 

Fig. 4. Sequence diagram for a Data Collector instance 

4.5.2 RMR 

In Figure 5, a sequence diagram is provided, to show a typical example of a 
DC RMR communication with the above explained object model diagram. In this 
case, only the RMR party is considered, excepting the necessary communication 
instance of the DC. At the start, when a synchronisation message is received from the 
DC, the message authentication is checked. After this, the SystemMgr updates the 
intern system time and depending of the received time slot where this RMR will be 
connected, RMR will be able to sleep for this time. Then, he will awake, and wait for 
the expected request. When the request from DC arrives, SystemMgr will first re-
quest from the StorageMgr all the in the last time stored analogue meter data. After 
this, the SystemMgr will calculate the IV for the packet, and then he will order 
CommunicationMgr to assemble and send the package. CommunicationMgr 



will then first get the data and the IV from the SystemMgr, then he will request the 
AuthenticationMgr to calculate the MAC for the packet, and the Securi-
tyMgr to encrypt the data payload. If all is done, he will assemble the message and 
send it. He will also communicate to the SystemMgr, that the message has been 
sent, and later, if an ACK for the package has arrived. If the ACK doesn’t arrive in a 
certain time, the SystemMgr would order a second resend of the data. After the 
ACK, the request response phase is finished and the RMR can go into sleep modus 
again. 
 

RMR_.SystemMgr
RMR_

.Communication
Mgr

RMR_
.StorageMgr

RMR_
.AuthenticationMgr

RMR_
.SecurityMgr

DATA_
COLLECTOR.

CommunicationMgr

Message_complete

Synchro_mess_arrived

Request_arrived

bool=req_Received()

long=receive_Synchro_Mes()

sleep(def_time)

bool=assemble_and_send()

calc_IV()

char*=encrypt_Data()

char*=calc_MAC()

ACK_received()

char*=return_message_data()

message_sent()

transmit_Data_to_DC(mes)

synchro_RMR(synchr_data)

req_data(RMR_ID)

char*=load_Encr_Key()

update_Sys_Time(time)

sleep(def_time)

<defined time>
wait()

bool=Verify_Integr_Auth()

ACK_data_mes()

char*=load_MAC_Key()

char*=load_MAC_Key()

char*=load_All_Measures()

 
 
Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for an RMR instance 



5   Conclusion and future work 

After having analysed the state of the art for secure protocols that fit the centralised 
infrastructure network of our case study, which has low power constraints but at the 
same time doesn’t require a too high security level, we decided to base our protocol 
design on the TinySec link-layer used in the Wireless Sensor Network area. In our 
opinion TinySec is the most mature security mechanism in the academic area. Ti-
nySec implies to use a CBC-MAC for authentication and if required, encrypt the data 
with the Skipjack encryption algorithm. The keying mechanism should be a per-link 
keying (for the MAC and encryption respectively), with the keys “burned” into the 
RMR at the production process, allowing these keying mechanism as the best security 
compromise. We propose a possible design implementation of our TinySec-based 
protocol by means of UML object model and sequence diagrams. This solution is 
built on top of TinyOS which is the operating system for low-power devices like e.g. 
sensor networks. The target platform for this solution could be an ASIC including a 
CPU, a memory and a RF transceiver. As described in [11] TinySec runs on plat-
forms using Atmel (ATMega128L) which is the processor used in Motes processors 
radio platforms of Crossbow Technologies [19], company delivering products for 
sensor networks. Other people succeeded in porting TinySec on Texas Instrument 
microprocessors. The implementation of TinySec requires 256 bytes of RAM and 
8152 bytes of ROM. The RF transceivers usually used are the RFM TR1000 radio 
and the Chipcon CC1000 radio which are the very popular in sensor networks devices 
and thus low-power devices. Given the broad range of platforms that TinySec runs 
on, according to [11] it seems that TinySec should be easily portable to both new 
processors and radio architectures.  
As future work we think that our protocol should be verified by means of Model 
Checking [20] tools like SPIN [21] or verification tools like SATABS [22]. 
Another future works could be the porting of TinySec on a RF transceiver such the 
ones from Semtech, Nordic and Zensys and compare the obtained results in term of 
power consumption with the results obtained by running TinySec on RFM TR1000 
radio and the Chipcon CC1000 radio. 
In general in our future work, we can consider an implementation of the secure and 
low power protocol approach proposed in this paper, using a simulation environment. 
An adaptation of the TinySec link-layer in the sense of our case study could be also a 
good continuation. The results of these implementations should be then evaluated, to 
see, if the theoretical modelling done in these paper really is applicable to the real 
environment of an RMR system. Another future work could be to make a power 
analysis of the protocol proposed in this paper by means of StateC [16]. 
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